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Grey House Publishing Announces the Thirteenth Title in the
Opinions Throughout History Series:
Diseases & Epidemics
Diseases & Epidemics is the thirteenth volume in the new series, Opinions Throughout History. Each
volume in the series is designed to follow the evolution of public opinion on a current and
controversial topic that has changed throughout history. Each volume discusses both primary and
secondary documents such as newspaper and magazine articles, speeches, court decisions and other
legislation. Accompanied by expert commentary and analysis, these documents showcase the changing
attitudes on these important issues of public interest over time.
This volume starts with a detailed Introduction that gives an overview of major outbreaks that
decimated populations and established the makeup of the modern world as well as discussing how
societies over time have reacted to such events. A comprehensive Timeline highlights significant
events from the possible presence of smallpox in Egypt’s New Kingdom in 1570 BCE to news of the
first successful phase III trials of a COVID-19 vaccine in 2020.
The 29 chapters that follow detail history’s most significant diseases and epidemics and trace scientific
discoveries from microbiology to germ theory to vaccination— tools that allowed a level of control
over disease outbreaks. Coverage follows patterns of science skepticism and refusal by some to engage
in safe practices like quarantine, social distancing, and mask-wearing. Governments who have
downplayed the severity of an outbreak to avoid panic and prevent economic decline include Woodrow
Wilson’s administration and their handling of the 1918 Spanish fl u pandemic and Donald Trump’s
administration during the COVID-19 outbreak in 2020. The changing role of the press is also
examined, from Wilson’s near-total control of the fl ow of information to today’s near immediate
public access to data and fact-checking.
The importance of the World Health Organization and the Centers for Disease Control in tracking and
responding to health emergencies is contrasted with the politicized response of isolationism. The
economic inequality and lack of adequate medical care that result in a high incidence of preventable
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disease are analyzed. The origins of the anti-vaccination movement are explored, from legitimate
problems with early vaccines to modern-day claims.
The chapters are as follows:
1. The American Plague
2. The Grinning Death
3. The Children’s Disease
4. The Black Death
5. The Strangling Angel of Children
6. The Colonial Disease
7. The First Vaccine
8. Fear of Science
9. Another Childhood Menace
10. Measles Strikes Back
11. Yellow Fever and the Mosquito
Problem
12. The Riparian Plague
13. The Red Rash
14. Marsh Fever
15. The Infamous Typhoid Mary

16. A Non-Spanish Flu
17. A Presidential Disease
18. America’s Disease Authority
19. The Global Health Problem
20. The Asian Flu
21. The Hong Kong Flu
22. The DTP Controversy
23. Human Immunodeficiency Virus:
Politics and Prejudice
24. The Autism Myth
25. The First Coronavirus
26. The Bird Flu
27. Return of the Coronavirus
28. America in the Age of COVID
29. Conclusion

Each chapter starts with a brief Introduction, List of Topics Covered, and the source document
discussed in the chapter. The body of the text discusses the document from its historical context to its
relationship to contemporary public opinion. Most documents are reprinted in their entirety and clearly
distinguished by a shaded title bar. In addition to helpful subtitles, photos and other images enhance
the text, and sidebars provide an often lighter perspective on the time period being discussed. Pull
quotes and other visual elements increase accessibility. Each chapter ends with a brief Conclusion,
thoughtful Discussion Questions, and a list of Works Used.
The concluding chapter reflects on the difficulty of conveying the idea that public health measures
from vaccination to mask wearing—are necessary to protect the welfare of an entire society and that
those who refuse to participate out of fear or an ideal of personal freedom put themselves, and
everyone they come in contact with, at risk. This volume also includes a complete list of Primary and
Secondary Sources used throughout the text, a Glossary of relevant terms, a comprehensive
Bibliography, and a detailed Index.
This exciting new series offers a wide range of insights into long-standing issues that Americans are
most concerned about, and those that have encouraged vigorous debate among politicians and citizens
at large. Using carefully-chosen original documents that cover a wide time span, Opinions Throughout
History weaves a thoughtful and easy-to-understand analysis of how public opinion is formed and
evolves, starting the discussion at an historical, seminal moment, and ending with where we stand
today. This comprehensive, timely volume is a must for large public libraries, university libraries and
social science departments, along with high school libraries.
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FREE ONLINE ACCESS
Buyers of Opinions Throughout History: Diseases & Epidemics receive FREE ONLINE ACCESS on
the popular Grey House/Salem Press Platform, https://online.salempress.com. With unlimited users
and remote access included, your students and researchers can now search this amazing collection of
data, anytime & anywhere, all just a click away.
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